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INTRODUCTION
The last twenty five years have seen a remarkable change in the
character and t ypes of refractories for furnace construction.

Not

much more than a few years ago, the production of refractories consisted almost solely of fireclay and silica shapes.

A few high alumina

bricks were made from Missouri diaspore clays or from bauxite and fire
clays.

At a later date, although little used, high alumina refractories

were available which were made from alumina of a higher degree of
purity, by the f usion process.

Today refractories covering the entire

range of composit ion from about 9S% Si0:2 to 99 1/2% Al203, except for
a short interval from about 4 to 12% Al203, are finding wide coimnercial applications.
High alumina refractories a.re those having an alumina content of
50% or higher with the remainder being essentially silica, and are
arbitrarily divided into t hree groups depending upon alumina content.
They are 50%, 60%, and 70% Al203 refractory bricks.
refractories are grouped separately.

Fused alumina

To manufacture such high alumina

refractories, r aw materials high in alumina content such as diaspore
clay and bauxite are mainly used .

Naturally occuring alumina-silicate

minerals like sill imanite, kyanite, and andalusite ar e also used for
manufacturing high-alumina refractories or mu11ite refractories.
In this country, diaspore clay, since its discovery has remained
the chief source of raw material of high alumina content.

The deposits

of diaspore clay of economically workable size are located only in
the South Central Missouri district.

This area being the only commercial
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source of diaspore clay, the refractory industries are alive to the
f act that, at the present rate of consumption of dias pore clay, this
source will be exhausted within a comparative short time.

Greaves

Walker (1) had pointed out this situation back i n 192B, and suggested
that other r aw materials such as bauxite, kyanite, Georgia Kaolin may
be sub.stituted for diaspore clay.
As a result of this situation, the use of bauxite for rnanuf act uring
high alumina refractories 5.s being
fractories industry.

ser ~

ously considered by the re-

In the last few years t he importation of gibbsite

from Dutch, French or British Guiana, has supplied a very high grade
of refractory material to make high alumina refractories in place of
diaspore clay.

Much effort is made now days to utilize this material.

Very recently some refractory manufacturers who have used Dutch
Guiana gibbsite for making high alumina refractories, have experienced
strange behaviors of such refractories toward reheat.

They observe

that their refractories show appreciable expansion when subjected to
reheat tests.

This is quite contrary to the general belief at present

that bauxite refractories show continuous shrinkage on repeated
firings.
taken.

In light of such development this 'investigation wa.s underThis investigation is a comparative study of bauxite and

diaspore clay when used to manufacture high alwnina (70%) refractories.
High alumina grog is prepared by calcining these raw materials at
various temperatures, and bricks of

zrr-A.

70%

Al203 were made using this .

Greaves Walker, 'After Diaspore - What?', Blast Furnace,
Steel Plant, 16, 1481-82, (1928).
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grog with plastic fireclay as t he bond.

These bricks are then sub-

jected to various reheat temperatures and all changes in volume
stability of the bricks are recorded.

Finally an effort is made to

explain the cause or causes of such expansion changes by x-ray
diffraction investigation, and by other methods.
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REVIEW OF

LITE~ATURE

A survey of the literature for the present investigation, showed
that not much work has been done on this problem.

Huch has been re-

norted about diaspora clay, bauxites, high alumina refractories and
other allied sub j ects and i s briefly summarized as follows:
Since the discovery of diaspora clay, most high alumina bricks
have been made from diaspore clay, and as a consequence, the high
alum:tna refractories are designated as 'Alumina-Diaspora fireclay
brick' by t he A.S.T.11 . (2)

The 70% Alumina-Diaspore firecl ay brick

is defined by A.S.T.M. (2) as r efractory brick having diaspora as an
essential original ingredient, an alumina content of 70

~

2.5% and a

Pyrometric Cone Equivalent not lower than Cone No. 36 (3290°F).
Diaspore clay (3) is slightly plastic, light grey, buff or red in
color and is gene r ally of a rough, open textured porous nature, although
dense rock-like samples are also known.

The most striking

~eature

of

diaspore clay is the presence of oolites or shot like part icles determined microscopically by ~berry and Ries

(4) to be composed of the

mineral diaspo rite which is t he basis of the characteristic high alumina
content.

The oolitic particles occur in a porous ground mass of

extremely fine grained clay.
diasporit. e is Al203.

The theoretical composition of oolitic

H20 containing 85%

Al2°J

and 15% combined water.

(2) Manual C-8 of A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractory Materials, Feb •. 1948
Edition published by Amer. Soc. for Testing Materials, Phila., Pa.
Page 25.
(3) H.S.McQueen; Ckologic relation of di~spore and flint fireclay of Mo.;

J. Am. Cera~ . Soc.,~, 687-97 (1929)
.
(4) E.T. Wherry and H. Ries; Diasporite in Missouri; Am. Minerologist II,
No. 12 (1917)
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Corrunercial diaspore clay (5) is essentially a mixture of diasporite
mineral and clay and may analyse between 65% to ?5% A1203.
·cl ay usually

c ~. rries

Diaspore

a maximum silica content of 10% or less and the

percentage of this cons tituent determines the quality.

Li me , magnesia

and alkalies a re variable and usually do not occur in large amounts .
Like bauxites, diaspore clay has high Ti0:2 content which ranges from

3 to 4%.

I ron oxide seldom exceeds 2 to 3% i n the corrunercial re-

frac +ory grad As.

Some of the typical chemical analyses of diaspor e

clay from Misso11 ri are given in the following table:

TABLE I
Chemical Analysis of Diaspore Clays (6)

A

SiQ:2

6. 18%
72 . 54
1.56
0.22

A1203
Fe203
Cao

0 .11

YigO
Ti0:2

Na20 + K20
Igni tion Loss

3 . 16
1.34
16 .22
99 . 33

B

6. 0 %
72 . 67
1.91
0.14
0.14
3.16
1. 03
16 .38
99.43

--

c
2.86%
77.0
1.65
0.12
0 . 09

3.16

o.62
16 . 58
100. 06

D

4. 06%
75 . 32
1. 91

0.17
0. 08
3 . 06
1.24
16 .30
100.14

A - Dias pore clay, sof t, fine grained variety

B - Dias pore clay, hard, very fine grained, rocklike variety

c-

Dias pore clay, fairly hard fine grain variety

D - Dias pore clay, very porous, open t exture variety

(6)

McQueen, H.S., and Herold, P. G., 1 Fireclay Districts of East
Central Missouri I • rfo . Geological Survey and Water Resources'
Rolla , Ho . Vol. XXVIII. Second series, ( 1943) .
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Thermal Dissociation of Diaspore Clay
The study of thermal dissociation of diaspore clay and mineral
change s taking place on account of heating has been determined by
Her old and Dodd (?)

They have shown that commerci al diaspore cl ay

on heat ing does not change mat erial l y un to 350°C.

Between 350 and

400°C, t here is a sudden destr uction of di asporite t o f orm corundum
and r-alumina .

The formation of r -alumina i s r elatively rapid up to

a t emperature of 550° C, when t he fo rmati on of corundum becomes more
rapid.

This i ndi cates that r - al umina. is bei ng changed to co rundum

above 550°C.

At 950°c t he y-alumina has been entirely converted to

corundum and th ere i s no f ur t her increase in corundum content.

From

1058°C to J2 00°C, mullite is forming from the combinati on of the free
quar t z and combined silica present in the clay f r action with t he
corundum .
As the corundum is being f ormed at 400°C, it appar ently picks up
traces of i ron, chromium, vanadi um and strontium which increases the
mol ecular size of the corundum molecule .

More of t hese mat erials are

picked up in solj_d sol ution unt il at 750°c , a maximum i ncrease is
r ea,ched , which on f urther heating is gradually dec r eased.

At 900°C,

there is a sudden elimination of the elements ment ioned by sublimat ion
giving a reduction in size of th e corundum mol ecule.

These el ements

i n the solid solut ion are not entirely elimina.ted up t o 1700°C.

R. A. Heindl ( 8 ) has studied t he eff ect of high temperature on
dias pore clay .

He reports that when diaspore clay is heat ed t o 1400°C,

(?) P. G. Herold and C.M.Dodd, Ther mal dissociation of di aspore clay ;
J. Am. Cerrnn . Soc., 22 , 388, (1939)
(8) Heindl, R.A., The thermal expansion of refractories to 1800°C;
Bur . Standar ds , J. of Research . Res. Paper No. 562, 10, 715, (1938)
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the mass is almost wholly corundum and glass.

He does not indicate

anything about :mullite formation at this temperature, but states that
when heated to 1720°C, corundum grains become rrruch larger and mullite
occurs a s interstitial material associated with the glass.
As to suitability of diaspore clay for manufacturing high alwnina
refractories, its shrinkage has remained the main handicap.

Constancy

of volume in service i s one of the many requisites of refractory materials.

Such a property is most dif fi cult to secure in diaspore re-

fractories as the complete shrinkage of this clay is not obtained unles s
fired at high temperatures, which is a costly process.
Phelps (9,lO) has made a study of such shrinkage of diaspore clay.
He reports that the shrinkage of various types of diaspor a clays under
given conditions of time and temperature is inversely in the order
of alumina content.

The

duration of firing is of great importance in

causing the maximum shrinkage to take place.
also important in effecting the shrinkage.

The stat e of division is
He also reports t hat great

dif ferences exist between the firing properties of the bond or the
plastic portion, and the diasporite grains.

Therefore he suggests that

diaspore refractories should recd ve sufficient heat treatment during
the manufacturing process to approximate a permanent volume.

Otherwise

shrinkage will occur in service by the affect of continued time or
temperature.

Phelps also reports data on development of methods whi ch

will shrink diaspore without firihg to .exceedingly high temperature for

(9) Phelps, S.M., A·study
Soc., 9 , 659 (1926)

of Shrinkage of diaspore clay;

J. Am. Ceram.

(10) Phelps, S.M., A Study of shrinkage of diaspore clay; J. Am. Ceram.

Soc.,

Jl,

96 (1932)

s
long periods of time.

Experimentally he has shown that this can be

accompl i shed by a number of shrinkage producing materials.

It is

shown that the se should be added i n def inite percentages and t he
greatest shri nking effect will be produced by fine grinding, high
pre ssure moulding of cal ci ned dobi es and by firing to moderat e temperature.

Phosphate rock which is essentially trical ci um phosphate is

most practical for pr eshrinking.

Ma.Y-imum shrinkage is produced when

the dobies containing this mat erial are f t r ed to Cone 18 to 20 .
Bauxi te (ll) has been assigned the chemical formula Al203.2H2 0,
though essentially it i s a mechanical mixture of both diasporite
Al.203 .H20 and gibbsite Al203 •.3H20.

Bauxite as it occurs in nature

rarely exh.:. bits t he distinct char acteristic of its constituent minerals.
This becomes apparent onl y on the examination of thin sections under
the mi croscope , by heat ing curves, by chemical analysis or by x-ray
diffract ion technique.

Not all the constituents in bauxite are r ecog-

nizabl e even by such methods and i t is believed therefore t hat much
alumina is pres ent i n th e form of a colloidal hydrogell with a vari able
combined wat er content.
Bauxite is a medium soft t o hard rock, having a cellul :i.r, porous,
compact fine gr ained structure, a conchoidal or uneven fracture and
ranges in color from l i~ht gray , cream, pink or yell ow to dark brown
and dark red.

Bauxites are characterised by oolitic or pisolitic

structure, the oolites r anging from 1/20 '' to 1/ 2 1 ' in diameter. ·The

~11) Selley W. Mudd Series, I ndustrial Minerals & Rocks, p. 96 (1949)

Amer. Inst. }lining & Met. Engs.
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col or of the oolites generally differs somewhat from that of the
matrix, but are not much darker.

The main coloring pi gment is iron

oxide though organi c matter af fe cts the sur f ace ore, changi ng it to
gray.
The conunon types of bauxite are designated as follows:
(1)

Oolit ic- nisoli tic ore in which t he nodules var y fr om microscopic
size t o 1 1 1 or more in diameter.

(2)

Amorphous ore mixed v..d.th some oolites .

(3)

Sponge ore which is granular in char a.cter and pr es ents t he origi nal
structure of syenite from whi ch it is formed due t o weathering.

Pure bauxite W'mld

usu~lly

analyse as having 58 t o 60% Al203, 3 to 6%

Si0:2, 1 to 2% Fe203, 2 to 3%TiOz and about 30% combined wat er.

Some

chemical compositions of typical bauxites are given below.
TABLE II

Chemical Anal vsis of Bauxit es

c

A

B

Si°'.2
Al203

11. L:.8
57.62

2.0
62 .05

26.0
54.0

Fe203
Cao

1.83

1.66

1.0

28 .63
99.56

3.50
30.31
99,52

16.1

MgO

Ti0;2
Ignition Loss

2.1
99.2

D

4.5

58.4
3.2
0.4
3.2
30.6
100.3

A - Arkansas bauxite ( l 2 ) , Gray variety ·

B - Arkansas bauxite(( l2)) ' Pi nk variety
C - Georgia bauxite 13 •
D - Dutch Guiana bauxite (13).

(12)

Branner ,

G.C.,

' Outline of Arkansas Mineral Resources•, published

by B. of Mines, Manufacture and Agricultural and State Geological

Survey. Little Rock, (1927), pp. 69.
(13) F.H.Norton, 'Refractories•, 3rd edit ion, McGraw-Hill Book Co., (1949)
p. 44.
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The Dutch Guiana bauxit e used for t his investigation is a most
pure form of bauxite and serves t he purpose of supplying a high
gr ade of refractory material fo r manufacturi ng high alumina refra.ctori es.
Norton (14) carried out the thermal analys i s of t his bauxite and
det "rm:i.:1ed i ts mineral composition .
1

of 88% gibbsite,

6%diasporite

and

This Dutch Guiana bauxite consi st s

6%kaolinite.

that tt is mostly in the form of gibbsite.

Hence , it is evident

The chemical analysis has

been renorted as D of Table II.
The Brit i sh and Fr ench bauxit es (15) are also pure fo rms of
bauxites and are cl ose to t he chemical composition of Dutch Guiana
bauxite.
Action of heat on gibbsite and bauxite
Rooksby (16 ) made an x-ray examination of the action of heat on
Al203 .JH20, the trihydrate of alumina .

This is the mineral gibbsite.

As there is no l i teratur e reported on the actual action of heat on
bauxite, the result s obtained by Rooksby will closely fit Dutch
Guiana bauxit e.

He

report s t hat when trihydr at e of alumina viz.

gibbsi te , is heated to 200°C , a defi nite hydrate A120J.H.20 is formed.
Though the chemical formula for t his hydrate is t hat of t he mineral
diasporite, the x-ray patt ern is much differ ent from diaspore, but
there is little resemblance to the bauxite patterns.

(14) F. H. Norton, Thermal analysis of high al umina clays by thermal .
met hods, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. ~' 281, (1940)
(15 ) Emory, L. T. , British Guiana bauxite deposits, Mining

2,

&

Met . ,

g, ( 192 8 ) •

(16 ) H. P. Rooksby ,

An x- r ay examinat ion of the effect of heat on
aluminum hydroxide - Al203.JH2o, Trans. Brit . Cera,m. Soc . 28,
399, (1929).
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completely with formation of y-alumina .

The x-ray patt ern consists

of sharp lines, and the growth of y-alumina cryst als take place between 500°C and 9 50°C.

At 1000° C, y-alumina begins to change to

corundum or et-al'.lltlina .

On further heat i ng , this change to corundum is

complet ed at 1150°C .

As t his i s just for the pure mat erial it does

not give any account of the effects produced by impurit ies present in
bauxite or gi bbsitic bauxite.
Heindl (17) has examined t he cowmercial bauxites at much higher
temperat ures .

He reports t hat bauxite when heated t o 1400°C , princi-

pally contains corundum wit h less er amounts of mullite, glas s and a
compound of what is

~robab ly

Fe203 and Ti0;2.

On further heating to

1690°C, i t is not greatly changed from the preceding s t age, except
that the size of mullite crystals is increased and the crystals of
corundum show evidences of r eaction with the fluxes present.
Effect of Cal cination on Clays.
Either bauxite or diaspore when required for use in refractory
manufacture, must be caJ cined so that t he characteristic shrinkage
of the mat eria l may be removed.

As prevfously stated, Phelps (18)

has suggested some methods by which the shrinkage of diaspore clay
can be completely removed by t he use of phosphate rock.
has been reported for bauxite.

Riddle

No such work

(19) has made a study of

(17) R. A. Heindl , Op. Cit.
(18 ) Phelps , S.M., Op. Cit.
(19) F. H. Ri ddle , The effect of pre~aration and calcination treatment
on the proper t ies of t he kaolin-alumina mixt ures. J. Am. Ceram.
Soc., J:2, 583, (1932).
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calcination treatment of kaolin-alumina mixtures.
kaolinitic clays mixed vdth bauxite clay.

He used many

As to the effect of

calcination at various t emper atures, he renorts that at about 1200°C
these clays dis sociate into mullite and crist oballi te.

As the temper-

ature increas es, t he cristoballite combines with the alumina already
present to fonn increased amounts of mullite.

He shows thi s in an

x-ray diffraction study in which the cristoballite lines grow weaker,
as do t he al umina lines, but simultan eously t he mullite lines grow
stronger, at the same time some of t he cris t oballite probably combines
with small amounts of alkali and alkaline earths present i n t he clay
to form glass .
He summarizes his findings a.s follows:
(1) The calcines fired at Cone 16 showed free corundum and those fired
at lower +,emper atures showed nruch more free corundum.
(2) None of t he calcines showed any uncombined clay. All the clay
has either dissociated into aggregates of mullite crystals and
glass, or at l east part of t he excess SiQ.2 glass formed by
dissociation has combii:ed with some of free alumina or coM.l!ldum
to form additional mullite.
(3) Free corundum is present in all calcines in varying a.mounts including those fired at Cone 20.
(4) The ef f ect of grinding is very marked on calcination. There is
increeas ed combination of corundum to form more mullite and it is
mor e pronounced on fine grinding .
(5) The glass in the calcines contains exceedingly fine cryst als of
cristoballite.
Mineral Changes Taking Place During Firing Operation of Refractor ies
The literature survey thus far has covered the effect of calcination of clays, diaspore and bauxite.

Consideration will now be

given to mineral changes during the f iring of fire clay refractories.
As far as the clay, or diaspore constituent of a refractory is concerned the behavior is the same as was described for individual clays.
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But up to t his point little has been said regarding the effects of
the accessory minerals at high temperatures.

Some of the oxides other

than silica and alwnina lower the temperature at which the liquid
begins to form and increase the amount of liquid at any given t emperature.
The alkalies (soda and potash) are especially potent, reacting
to form a highly viscous liquid at severa1 hundred degrees below the
temperature at which liquid would begin to form if the mixture consisted wholly of alumina. and silica.

In this alkali-alumina-silica

liquid, accessory minerals containing lime, magnesia and iron would
dissolve wholly or in part as would both amorphous and crystalline
silica; and at very high temperatures even mullite would dissolve.
So the temperature of liquid formation would therefore depend upon
the alumina-silica ration, and upon the compositions and amounts of
the acces sory minerals.
when fireclay refractories are cooled from the firing temperatures,

some crystall ine material especially cristoballite and mullite may
separat e from t he liquid.

However, much of '. he l iquid cools to a rigid

glass, which bonds the mass together and gives strength.

Additional

strength is imported by int erlacing and adhering of crystals.
Fired high alumina bricks would contain mullite, usually corundum
free si lica and glass, in amounts varying with alumina content of the
brick, the raw materials f rom which they were made, the proportion
of accessory oxides and the firing treatment to which the bricks were
sub j ected.

If complete equilibrium could be attained during the
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firing, any pure alumina-silica refractory with less than 71.g%
alumina would contain no crystalline mat erial othP,r than mullite
and f ree silica.

Tlith more t han 71.8% allmtin2, they would contain

only mullite and corundum.

However, in th e bricks made wholly or in

part from d.iaspore clay , corundum may be pre sent even in t he compositions with less than 71.8% alumina , and fr ee silica may be present
even in compositions with more than 71. 8% alumina .

Under favorable

condit ions the development of mullite during firing proceeds to an
advanced degr ee, yet it does not proce ed t o compl etion.

The mull i t e

f onned at the f aces of t he grains of diaspore appears t o act as a
protective

fii~ ,

r etarding or preventi ng further react i on between

corundum of t he interior of t he grain and the free silica f orrned
from t he fire clay between the gr ains.
Reversible and Irreversible Expansion of Refra ctories
Refract ory (20) materials expand when heat ed.

If, on cooling to

the i nitial temperature , the volume of t he material i s exactly t he
same

a.s

t hat prior t o heatin cr the refractory is said t o have expanded

in a rever8ible manner.

On heating beyond a definite t emperature,

however, ma.ny refractories exhibit a per manent cont raction or exDansion
in volume, the final volume a.t r oom temperature no longr r coinciding
with t he original one.
nature.

Such expansion or contra..ctior! is of irreversible

The temperature at which the material begins t o show changes

in volume depend upon texture, firing temperature and chemical

(20) G.R. Rigby, Reversible Thermal expansion of refractory material,
Tran. Ceram. Soc. Brit. 37, i' 355 (1938).
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composition.
The r eversible thermal expansion may be measured by direct or
indirect methods.

In the direct method t he bar is heated i n t he furnace

and the expans ion of t he material between two marks on t he bar is ob-

tained by direct measurement.

The main advantages of this method is

(1) large specimens can be used such

as

whole bricks, and (2 ) no

previous calibration is necessary.

In t he indirect methods of measuring the thermal expansion, the
movement of the t est pi ece is conveyed to t he measuring mechanism by
means of an int ermediate substance.

These indirect methods may be

cl assfied according to the measuring device used.

Such measurements

are done by means of (1) dial gau ge, (2) a micrometer microscope,

(3) an optic al lever, (4) a mechani cal lever (5) interferometer, (6 )
silica glass dilat omet er method and other miscellaneous methods of
measurement.

Ri gby (21) has explained all such methods in detail to

l>lhich t he reader i s re1·erred.

Physical eff ect s such as methods of manufacturing and variation
in texture, gr ai n si ze distri bution gr eatly influence t he t hermal
expans ion of refra ctories.

The coefficient of expansion is decreased

with increase in apparent porosity and some cases is increased with
increase in Dorosity .

Such eff ect s are produced during firing of

bodies made by different forming methods.

(21) G. R. Rigby, Op. Cit.
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Loomis <22 ) has made an extensive study of porosity and volume
changes of fire bricks at higher tempe r ature.

Porosity and change

in volume of refractory has been shown by him to be a measure of the
r efractoriness.

A decreas e in porosity and volume indicates the

progress t oward vitri fi cation and when t hes e changes are plotted in
the form of curves, t he slope of the curves show the r ate of vitrif ication.

Overfi r ing is i ndicated by an increase in porosity or by

an increase in volume a s the vesicular st r uct ure accompanying overfiring is developed.
fractory

~~th

He also relat es the porosity change in a re-

its l oad bearing capacity at elevated temperatures.

It was noted previ ously t hat when r efractories are sub j ected to
hi gher t emperatures, e.n expansion or shrinkage of a oermanent nature
takes place, and when t hey are cooled t hey do not regain the original
size .

So t his type of irreversible change i n dimension is known as

after-expansion or shrinkage .

Sometimes t he term •Secondary Expans ion'

is also used.
After-shrinkage can easily be explained.

Such changes take place

only in cas es when the brick had not been fired high enough or had not
been held long enough at th e high temperature.
liq~id

Someti.mes when the

phase starts forming due to high temperatures , the pores are

fi lled and the refractory shows shrinkage of a penna.nent nature.
Permanent expansion (23) at high temperatures is more difficult

(22) G. A. Loomis, Porosity and Volwne Change of clay firebricks at
furnace temperature; Bur. Std . Tech. Paper No. 159. April, 1920.
(23) F. H. Norton, 'Refractories•, 3rd edition, McGraw Hill Book Co.
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to interpret than shrinkage.

It may result from any of the

follow~ng

conditions:
(1) Transformations or reactions i n the crys t alline phases during
firing, yiel ding products of lower true densUy than the r ea c+,ants :-

Underburned silica brick fo r example may expand considerably at elevated temperatures as a result of transformation of more quartz to
cristoballite or tridymite.

Certain bricks made of calcined diaspore

and fireclay show a permanent expansion which is attri buted to additional f ormation of mullite.

This rrru.llite forms by reaction of

pa r t icles of calcined diaspore with silica from clay.
(2) Opening of lamination of clays:-

This was investigat ed b y Ever-

hart (2 4) who concluded t hat t he increase in bulk volume is caused
by the opening natural laminations or beddi ng planes in the clay

grains.

This i s char acteri stic of many clay deposits.

When such

clay i s used f or refractory manuf acture, it would definitely show
an expansion of permanent nature .

(3) Due t o overfiring:- When certain clays (2 5) are heated beyond a
critical temperature, they tend to swell and become vesicular,
causing an expansion .

A. S.T.M. Reheat Test
Determination of the amount of changes in the dimension of refractory brick which may occur at high temperature is made by the

(24) J.O. Everhart, Secondary expansion in refractory clays, J. Am.
Ceram. Soc., g,Q, 353- 59, (1937)
(25) J. L. Hall, Secondary expansion of high alumina refractories, J .
Am. Ceram. Soc. , ~' 349, (1941).
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reheat test C-113-46 described by the American Society for Testing
materials. (2 6)

The

reheat test is used to determine the effect of

retiring, volume stability,

and

the extent to which t he refractory

has been previous ly fired.

In 1936, committee C-8 of A.S.T.M. proposed test proc edure C-113
whi ch snecified that full 9 11 x 4 1/ 2 1 ' x 2 1/2 11 brick be subjected
to a temperature of 1400°C for 5 hours and the change in length det ermined.

Before adopting C-113 as a tentati ve standard, extensive

reheating tests at 1400°C were conducted.

Procedure C-113 became

standard i n 1936 and since that time has received gener al approval as
a control t est as well as a specification test for stand.ci r d fireclay

brick.

This test was t hen designated as C-113-36 for r eheat change

of refractory brick.

This was further revised in 1946 and since then

it i s designated as C-113-46.
In the reheat test, the sample bricks are placed on the dummy

bricks in the furnace.

The furnace is gradually heated according to

the schedule prescribed for the t ype of brick, and the furnace is
held at that temperature for 5 hours.
cooled down.

The furnace is then gradually

After cooling measurements are made on the test bricks

and any change in linear dimensions is determined.

These measurements

are made to the nearest 0.02 11 and all the percentages are calculated
on the basis of t he original length of the. test brick .

E. C. Petrie and ~falters (27) have subjected various refractories

{26) Manual of A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractory Materials, (1948), p. 66.
(27) E. C. Petrie and Charles P. Walters, Reheat tests on fireclay and
silica refractories, Bull. Aro. Ceram. Soc.,~, 464, (1944).
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to the reheat test and have studied the changes in various properties
of the bricks as a result of t he high temperature.

They conclude that

(1) The standard reheat test will not point out underfired first
quality firebrick if t he product exhibits the property of secondary
expansion.

Additional tests will be required to determine whether

this is true of bri ck that do not show this expansion .

(2) With first

quality brick showing secondary expansion, those made by the stiff
mud deaired process will show the great est expansion, handmade somewhat
les& and the dry press least.

Brick of harder burn will show less

expansion than t hos e of lighter burn.

(3) First quality and super

duty bri ck aft er t he standard r eheat test, assume abnost identical
properties i rrespective of original firing temperature.

(4) Under-

fired super duty bri ck showing no secondary expansion may sometimes
be pointed out by the reheat test but not al ways.
U. S. Navy Simulative Service Test
Another t est (2 S) that determines the after shrinkage or expansion
of the brick is the simulative service test used by the U. S. Navy.
It consist s in buil ding up two walls of a furnace, one of the brick
to be tested and the other of a standard brf ck.

The furnace is then

run for 24 hours at a temperature of 1590°C and again at 1650°C, with
an examination of walls between t ests.

An examination of the wall ·

after it is cooled will indicate by the width of the open joints the
(2S) F. H. Norton, 'Refractories•, op. cit.
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approximate shrinkage of t he bricks.

This test is not quantitative

but it does indicate reaction to service conditions.

It is believed

that a wall which shrinks a small amount at each joint is better than
a wall which concentrates its shrinkage into a few large cracks.

It

might be remembered that such open j oints may be substantially tight
when at high temperatures .
Tredenick, Kelly and Burt ( 2 9) carried out repeated reheat tests
on various gr ades of refractory and noted that the volume stability
of firebricks is not always predictable from the results of reheat
tests.

The shrinkage or expansion on completion of the panel reheat

test do i ndicate volu.¢e stabiHty but do not always agree with
permanent volume change results.

From their observation of changes

taking place after repeated reheat tests, t hey divide refractories
i nto four cat egor ies according to behavi or;

(1) those showing

shrinkage on repeated reheat, (2) those showing expansion after f i rst
reheat qut shrinkage on repeated reheats, (3) those showing expansion
after the first reheat and additional expansion on repeated reheat, and

(4) those showing little or no change after the first reheat t est.
They conclude that repeated r eheat tests would give a better
indication of volume s tability of firebrick when in service than the
present method of test.
Methods for Controlling Reheat Volume Change of Refractories
The major problem with which t he high alumina refractory

\29) Tredenick, W.T., J.F. Kelly, R.C. Burt; Comparison of repeated reheat
te sts of various grades of firebricks with service r esults; J. Am.
Ceram. Soc., ~,

75, (1946).
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manufacturer is confronted is the prevention. of shrinkage, 'When
such products ar e subject ed to high temperatures during subsequent
use.

This after shrinkage is mor e imriortant than after expansion

as after expansion may be easily tolerat ed for bricks which are to be
us ed in arches and wall s.

The most conunonly known method for con-

trolling such after expansion or shrinkage is to fire the refractories
at somewhat higher t emperatures than encount ered in service.
grog or calcined clay also may be effectively used, but the

The

main

disadvantage is t he undesired service contraction when actually put
into service, after a period of time.
Vachuska and Bole (30) used a mixture of diaspore and kyanite for
making high alumina refractories.

Refractories made out of certain

proporti.en of diaspore and kyanite showed practically no volume change
due to heat treatment.
systems in

met as ~ able

The reason may be that there are two separate
equilibri um, the one with the other.

The first

one is kyanite dissociating into mullite and silica glass and the
second, the d~aspore clay being converted to mullite and a or ~ - ·
alumina.

Thus shrinkage of diaspore is counter-balanced· by the

expansion or kyanite due to formation of muliite and sili ca glass .
They also suggest that precalcination of the diasnore 18.rgely overcomes the shrinkage of the bricks or which it is a const ituent.

TI1e

higher the temperature of calcination, t he higher can be the t emperature to whi ch the bricks may be subjected with no marked shrinkage.
The addition of talc td t he batch speeds up the rate of shrinkage.

(30) Vachuska, E•.J., and G.A. Bole, 'Note!! on kyanite and diaspore
r efractories'. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. !Q, 761, (1927).
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so as to bring t otal shrinkage nearly to completion in a very short
time, and at a lower temperatur e .
Lesar, Krinbill , Jr., Keller and Br adley (Jl) have controll ed the
volume of fir eclay and high alumina refract or i es on r eheat by addtion
of sulphur compcunds.

Th ey carri ed out experiment with various soluble

compounds of sulf ur and f inally found that sul fu ric acid can be most
effectively and practically used.

Mi croscopic examination of such

bricks show that such exoans i on effected by sulfur compounds is caused
by the forrnat ion of gas filled pores produced at high temperatures.
The extent t o whi ch this gaseous ex_!)ansion t akes place as measured
by increase in volume of the refractory body, i s greater t he higher
the temuerature to whi ch the body is r eheated .
The increased additions of t he compounds of sulphur we re found
to eff ect increased expansion in most of the mixes examined.

The

reheat property thus can be adjusted for sne cial s ervice conditions
by co ntrolled addition of sul f ur compounds.

The manufacturing shrink-

age may be adjusted by addition of grog and all reheat shrinkage be
compensated by addition of an ap· ·ropriate quantity of sol uble sulphur
co~pound .

The modulus of rupture usually is increas ed by the

addi tion of sulphur compounds.
Secondary Expansion of High Alumina Refractories
Several react i ons which cause this s econdary expans ion have been
not ed previously.

The conversion of quartz to tridymite and to cristo-

ballite cause expansion becaus e the l att er minerals have

low~ r

dens ity .

(31) Lesar, R.A., Krinbill, C.A., Jr., Keller, W. D., and R.S.Bradley,
'Effects of compounds of sulphur on reheat volume change of
fireclay and hi gh alumina refract ories . J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 29,
70, (1946).
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Bricks with vesicular or bleb struct ures may also show expansion on
r eheat.

Many non-plastic clays show a type of secondary expansion

which i s caused by opening of laminat ion in the clay during firing.
Hall (32 ) has invest i gated another t ype of react ion which produc es secondary exoansion in high alumina refractori es.

This is the

only work reoorted in t he l i terature which approxima"· es the present
problem but throws l ittle light on this investigation.

Hall used

Miss ouri dias pore, Georgia bauxite, Missouri flint clay and Georgia
kaolin f or hif: invest i gation.

He calcined each material in a diffe-

rent manner and made many bat ches consisting of these calcined
materi als plus t he r aw clay.
other calcined clay.

He used one raw clay as a bond for the

Briquette of

3 1/2

x 1 x

3/4' 1 were made using

the dry press forming method, and were slowly fired to 2200° to
2900°F.

Then he subjected briquette to reheat test and recorded all

change by measuring t heir lengths before and after the test.
All the diaspore grog bri cks expanded on r ehea.t.

The secondary

expans ion i n general incr eases linearly with the temperature.

Bodies

containing 72.1%kaolin grog and 27.9'/o r aw diaspo re exhibited a
secondary shrinkage.

As in t he case of diaspore grog 11 all the bauxite

grog briquetts expanded on refiring.

It is shown by reheat curves

that the secondary expansion varies 'With the mechanical properties of
the grog which is produced by di f f erent methods of calcination.

The

preparation treatment of t he grog has a considerable quantitative

(32) Hall, J .L., Secondary exnansion of high alumina refractories,
J. Am. Cerarn. Soc.~' 348, (1941).
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effect on s r:: condary expansion of the body.

By examina,tion of thin

sections of the bodies he shows that (1) in the bodies that exhibj_t
i:econdary expansion, a ring of mul:'.:!te development, which increases
on ref iring appears in t he outer portion of the

dias~ore

grain;

(2) that in the bodies comDounded of kaolin erog and dfa s r)ore clay,
the increased mullite develooment j s in the bond and these bodies
show secondary exnansion.
exnansion of

b~. cties

Therefore, he concludes that s econdary

having high al1unina bonded with fireclay is

caused by th <? increa.s e in the stze of the gY'og grai ns.

This vol ume

increase of the high alumina grog grains is brought about by silica
transfomed from the fi.re clay which reacts with corundum in the
grog to .form m:ullite.

So, in fact the change in the volwne i.e.

expansion is the result of the tra !.sfer of silica from kaolin to
dias'!Jore.

This transfer of silica could take pla.ce by dif:f 'usion

through the glassy mEtrix or
the void spaces.

b~r

volatilisation and transfer across

In thin sections i t is noted that i f the former

reaction occur s, the reaction edge would be exoected to be thicker and
cr:rstP.ls de'.reloped better in those portions of the grog grains immediately ad .i acent to the point at which the grog grain and matrix
contacts.

If vaporization takes Dlace, t he

thick ~ es s

of the r eaction

edge of ea.ch grcg grain should be nearly uniform around the entire
drcumference which i_s not the case.
The~efore

it is obvious that the transfer of silica t a kes place

through the movements in the liquid phase, that is by diffusion.

To

summarize the work, permanent exnansion in refired bodies that are
compounded of high alumina grog bounded

~~th

fire clay is caused by

the increase of volume of high alumina grog grain.

The

grog expands

because of the influx of the silica from the fire clay through the
liquid phase, the silica continuing with corundum. of the grog to form
mullite.
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DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH

Raw Materials
Diaspora clay , Dutch Guiana bauxite and Weatherall plastic fire
clay are the raw materials used in this investiga.tion.

High alumina

grog is prepared by calcining bauxite and diaspore clay at various
temperatures .

The Weatherall plastic fire clay is used as the bond.

The dias pore clay used in this study is chiefly found in the
sinkhole deposits of South Central Missouri .
is mainly in this
distriets.

This

area~

a few exceptions are kno'Wl1 in the northern

dia~ pore

light gray in color.

Though the occurrence

clay is a spongy rough textured hard mass,

Some stray red s pots of iron may be found in

big chunks of the clay , while some of the iron fr ee variety is
almost white.

This diaspor e clay is known as No. 1 dias pore clay .(33)

Such a designation is given on the basis of t he alumina content
which grade carries more than 70% alumina .

The lo"'er grades are

t enned as No. 2 and No . 3 or sometimes known as Burley clay.

No. 2

diaspore clay has an alumina content between 65 to 70% and clays
having alUJ:"ina content from 60 to 65% are designated as No. 3 clay
or Burley clay.
Mineralogically the diaspore clay seems to be compoeed of two
fractions , a hydrated oxide and a complex aluminum titanium silicate.
These f acts are evident f rom the chemical analysis given on page 30.
The analysis shows high alumina content as well as titania and combined water.

Though no eff ort was made to determine the type of

(33) H.S.MeQueen, Geology of the fire clay districts of East Central
Missouri, Mo. Geological Survey and Water Resources, Vol. XXVII,
second series, pp . 157 (1943)
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aluminum hydrate present, it was assumed to be diasporite as has
been repnrted in the literature (33)

The Pyrometric Cone Equiv-

a.lent of No. 1 diaspore clay i s around Cone 36-37.
The Dutch Guiana 'bauxi te used is of high purity and quality,
having an alum:ina

cont ~nt

about 60%.

The silica is comparativel y

mlJ ch lower, but the combined water is high being about 30%.
hi~h

Th i s

alumina cont Pnt and high combined water suggests that the baux-

ite is nothi.np else but. the

rnim~ ral

gibbsite with s ome impurities.

The main imnurities are Si°'.z, Ti02, and F9203.

The bauxite is fine

grained, rough textured, a d light pink in color.
avera.e:es from fine to co arse.

The grain size

The detailed mineral composition c:nd

properties of t his b<rnxF e are diacussed in the review of literature.
The

che~ical

analysis is given on page 30 •

The Weathere,11 plastic fire clay is one of the member clays of
the Chelthenharn fo:nne.tion and ,e:ets the name from the Weatherall pit
where i t is mined.

The l ithological character of this plastic fire

clay are des cribed by NcQueen (34) as:''The clay of the uppe r member is uniform in general make up.
It is nearly al ways bluish gray i n color.

It is f ine grained, but

lacks the smooth even t exture of lower clays.

It is not as hard, and

slickensided surfaces of the lower claye are almost lacking and when
present are not as highly deve loped.

The clc:i.y has similc:<r mode of

fracture, that is with conchoidal surfaces and fairly sharo edges , ·

(34) H. S. McQueen, Op. cit.
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but in neither is t he development as pronounced a.s in the lower
clays''.
1 1

Two f eatures, however , serve to distinguish th e clay .

Fi rst,

t he clay upon weathering slacks or breaks down int o extremely fine
angular particles a nd second with pr olonged surface we athering it
becomes a gray , sticky highly plastic mass''·
The above descri ption gener ally fits t he clays of the forrr,ation

mentioned, and the plastic fire clay us ed i n t he investigation being
a member, can be easily adapted.

This plastic f i reclay is hard, smooth t extured, fa :irly plastic
and dark gray in color.

The chemical analysis of t his clay shows

that its mineral compositi on is much closer to the mineral kaolinite.
Mueller ( '35 ) ...mo us ed t he same cl ay for his investigation, has examined i t petrogra.phically and showed that kaolinite ifl the chief
mineral constituent of the plastic clay.

It has other minerals such

as pyrite, cal cite and quartz crystals as impurities.
The chemical analyses of all the raw materials used are given in
Table III on page 30 •
Calcination of Clays and Preparation of High Alumina Grog
The dias pore clay and bauxite a s received were in the form of

large chunks.
a hammer.

Ther e were first reduced in size . by breaking them with

The broken pieces were then further reduced in size by

(35) J .I.Mueller, 'A Study of gelation of air-set ting refractory
mortars', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Missouri, Page 21, (1949).
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crushing them through a jaw crusher.

The crushed material from the

jaw crusher was f urther reduced in size through a roll crusher so as
to give a grain size of around 3 mesh.

This crushed material was

then pass ed t hrough a 3 mesh sieve, s o as to get evenly sized material for cal cination.

Thirty pounds of diaspore clay and bauxite was

thus prepared for calcination.
The hi gh alumina grog is to be prepared by calcining the crushed
materi als at 1400°, 1500° and 1600°C.

For calcinati on, no briquettes

or balls were prepared, but the crushed material as such was calcined .
This developed a problem of providing a suitable container which would
stand the calcination temperature and not react with t he material to
be calcined.

Refractory crucibles supplied by Denver fire clay were

quite s atisfactory up to 1400°C, and ther ef ore they were used for calcination of bauxite and dias pore at 1400°C.

For calcination at tempe-

ratures higher than 1400•c a special container was prepared using pure
alumina by the casting process.

Pure alumina was finely ground in a

ball mill and a ca sting slip (36) was pr epared.

Using this slip,

rectangular containers 10 ' ' x 4' ' x 4' ' in size were cast in a previously prepared pl aster of Paris mould.

The ca st contai ners had

very little mechanical strength so they .were initially fired at

1200°C.

These containers could be used at the higher calcination

temperatures, without any difficulty.

(36) Planje, T.J.M., 'A study of ionic mobility of alkali ions in
dilute alkali borox trioxide glasses as deduced from space change
considerations•. Ph.D. Thes i s, University of Missouri, Appendix
A. , July, 19 50.
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TABLE III
Chemical Analysis of Raw Materials

Si0:2

10.45

Al.203

70 .11

4. 60
60.76

36.39

Fe203

1.75

1.51

1.23

Cao
MgO
Ti0:2

Alkalies
Ignition Loss

47.76
0 .22

0.34

0 .15

2 . 80

2 .32

. 0 . 70
13. 89

0.2 0

-99 .85

30.5

-99. 89

A - Mi ss ouri dias pore clay
B - Dutch Guianil b lmxite

C - Mis souri Weat her all plastic fire clay

1. 68

0.50
11.76

99. 88

.31

A fixed firing schedule was observed f or all calcination firings.
The calcination t emperature was r eached wit hin five hours and was held
for t wo hours .

Both t he bauxite and diasuore clay were calcined in

the same furnace at the sa"Ile time at the specif ied temperatures so
that each material r eceived an even and similar cal cination tre atment.
Throughout calcination an oxidizing at mosphere was maintained.

The

furnace was electrically fired.
The calci ned material was then further crushed so as to get 8
mesh gro g for preparation of the r a.w batch.

The crushing was carried

out in t he roll crusher and all t he result i ng grog wa s passed through
a U. S. Standard si eve No. S.

The coarser sizes were repeatedly

crushed till all passed through 8 mesh.

In this operation, special

care was t aken not t o crush t he material much finer, but to maintain
an even sized crushed material.
The Weatherall plastic fire clay is used in the r aw condition as
a bond.

The batch requires that the plastic fire clay be crushed

t hrough a 20 mesh sieve.

The same procedure for crushing was adapted

as described above excepting that for t he final crushing a hammer
mill was used i n pl ace of the roll crusher.

The laurmer mill pro-

duces fairly evenly sized crushed material which is just about .2 0 mesh
in size.

All the crushed materi al

"WS

then passed through a U. S.

Standard sieve No. 20.
During the ca.lcination process all the volatile and chemically
combined materials which cause much of the shrinkage are removed.

If

insuff icient calcination is done, some of these volatile eonetituents
are not removed.

Such grog if used in service l«>uld cause f urther
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shrinkage.

It is therefore necess ary to know to what extent the

cal.ciriation has been eff ected.

To determine t he extent of cal-

ci nation, the cal cined material was first finely ground and then
i gnited at hi gh t emperat ures in a platinum crucible.

The resul ting

l oss on i gnition indicated t he degr ee of calcination.

The results

obtained on the high alumina grogs are given in the following table.

TABLE IV
Loss on Ignition of Calcined Clays

A

Loss on Ignition

c

D

E

F

0.04%

0.06%

0. 08%

0.05%

B

0.06% 0.03%

A - Bawdte calcined at 1400°C

Bauxite calcined at i5oo•c
Bauxit e calcined at 1600°C
Di aspore calcined at 11.i.OO•c
Diaspore calcined at 15oc0 c
F - Diaspore calcined at i6oo•c

BCDE-

Loss

on ignit ion was actually determined accurately to the fourth

decimal place, but for tabulat ion it was corrected t o t he second
pl a ce.
A sieve analysis of all the high alumina grog and bond clay was

run as per A.S.T.M. (.37) C-92-46.

The sieve analysis gives an idea

of the particle size distribut ion of the batch to be used in making

(37) Op. cit. page 95.
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brick.

As all the materials were crushed t hrough 8 mesh, the coarsest

sieve used wae 8 mesh and the finest one was 200 mesh.
s i eves used

The intermediat e

are 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 mesh.

A weighed amount of each grog was placed on the top sieve.

The

siev€s were arranged in order of the size wi th coars est sieve at the
top and the finest at the bottom.
the bottom.

A receivi ng pan was also placed at

After the sample is poured on t he top sieve the remainder

is placed in a me chenical sieving machine and run for 15 minutes.

The

percentage of material retained on each sieve and through 200 mesh
was then calculated on the basis of the original weight.

The r esult

of complete sieve analysis is shown in Table V.

Batch Calculations
The batch calls for:-

?C'f!, Al20J in the refractory bricks.

From the chemical analysis of the r a.w materials it is not ed that Al.203 content of the r aw diaspore

-

70.11%

and loss on ignition

-

1J.S9%

is

••• on calcination the diasnore clay will have:70.11 x 100

81.5% A120J content.

g~

Al.203 in raw bauxite - 60.76%
Loss on ignition

- 30.5

Then calcined bauxite will have:60 7

• ~ 9~ 5 100

c

87.5% A1203 content.

The Weat herall plastic clay is used as r aw clay and has an Al203
content of 36.39%.
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If x is the amount of cal cined clay (grog) i n t he 70% Al203

refractory brick, t he r emaining bond clay - ola.stic f ire clay 1-rould
be (100-x) .

As Al203 is derived from bot h t hes e constituents , to

rnake 70%, t he following ecuation can be formed for the bauxite batch .

87. 7x

+

36 .J9 (100-x)

100

100

=

70

By solving the equation the batch is calculated as

65 . 9% calcined bauxite (grog)
34.1% r aw plastic fire clay
Si milarly the batch for
81.~ +

100

d ia~pore

clay can also be calculated:

36 .39 (100-x) "' 70
100

Solvi ng the ecuation , the batch is

74.6% calcined dias pore ( grog)
25.4% r a1.,r plastic fire clay.
All the bodies using various t emperatur e calcined bauxites and
diaspore we y·e nreoar ed accordinp t o these calcul at ed batches .
Forming and Firing of High Al umina Re.'. r a ctory Bricks
The grog and. the hand clay were weighed and placed in a small
Simpson mixer .

First, t he batch was mec hanically mixed perfe ctly in

the mixer i n the dry condition and then water was slowly adc1ed while
the mixer was runninrr .
to dry press t he bricks.

The bat ch required 10% water for safe working
This was determined by trial and

er i~or.

After addition of small amounts of water the batch was formed in the

dry press and tested for strength.

This process was repeated until

strong dry nre ss brick were obtained.

The batch is mixed with water

till a good homogenious mixture is obtained.
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TABLE V
Sieve Analysis of High Alumina Grogs and
Raw Plastic Fire 0117

A

B

c

E

F

1. 00

0.20

0.80

46.75

D

G

On 8 mesh

0.70

On 20 me8h

25. 37

26.78 36.0

32.0S

35.17

0.45

On 40 mesh

25.00

2 5. 71 28.18 20.35 22. 77

23.02

38.70

On 60 mesh

13.76

13.37 13.13

10.28 19.68

On 80 mesh

5.90

5. 57

5.08

3.76

5.52

4.40

9.00

On 100 mesh

4.2 5

4. 05

3.29

2.80

4.20

3. 43

5.77

200 mesh

13. 90

12 . 50

8.67

7.95

12.00

11.12

ll. 62

On

'T'h rough 200 mesh

100.0
ABCDEFG-

0.40

0.10

9.24 12.60

10.16 20.00

5.55 8.15 10.63 12.74 6.40
100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0

-

-

Grog prepared by calcini ng bauxite at 1400•c
Grog prepared by calcini ng bauxite at 1500°C
Grog prepared by calci..rdng bauxite at 1600°C
Grog ~re pared by calcining diaspore clay at 1400°C
Grog prepared by calcining diasnore clay at 1500°C
Grog prepared by calcining diaspore clay at 1600°C
Weatherall plastic f ire cl ay (-20 mesh).

-

-
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A Hydr-oil press was used to press the bricks.

The pressure used

was 1800 ps i which is commonly used in the industry for making r efr actory bri cks.

The mold size is 6

1/2'

1

x l' ' x 4' 1 •

To get evenly

sized bricks after the pressing, a weighed amount of batch was pres s ed
each time.

This pave blocks of exact s ize and weight wit hin an err or

of 1% in height in the direction of applied pres sure.

About 20 bricks

were made and then dried in air for about t v,ro days and further at
110°C for 24 hours.
The firing of these bricks was carried out in a globar fired
electric f urnace all at the same time .
way

The bricks were set in such a

that all bricks received an even heat trea.tment from all s ides.

All bricks were f ired to cone

14 in e hours and were held at that

temperature until cone 15 soaked down.

This firing schedul e was

chosen so as to gi ve a heat treatment to the bricks similar to that
given in industry f or high alumina refractories.
The furnace was allowed t o slowly cool, after whi ch all pieces
were removed from t he furnace.
firing shrinkage.

Each brick was then measured for total

The r esults are shown in the following tabl e.
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TABLE VI
Total Initial Firing Shrinkage
on Ref ractor;y Bricks

A

B

c

1

0.93%

0.93%

0.93%

2

0 . 93 .

0.93

0.93

3

0 . 93

1.2

0. 93

0.5

4

0 . 93

o.96

0. 93

0.5

5

1.2

0 .93

0.96

6

0.94

0.93

0.•93

0.5

7

o.96

0 .94

0.94

0. 5

8

1.2

0. 93

0 . 93

9

0. 93

0. 93

0. 93

10

0.93

0.93

1.2

Average

0.98

0. 98

o.96

ABCDEF-

E

D

0.5

F

0.5

o. 5
o. 5
0.1

0 .2

Bauxite brick - bauxite calcined at 1400°C
Bauxite brick - bauxite calcined at 1500°C
Bauxite brick - bauxite calcined at 1600°C
Diaspore brick - diaspore calcined at 1400°C
Diaspore brick - diaspore calcined at 1500°C
Diaspore brick - diaspore cal cined at 1600°C

0 .1

JS
Reheat .Change
The standardi zed test for reheat change is carri ed ou t as per
A.S.T.M. test (3B) C-113-46 for reheat change of refractory bricks.
The procedure outli ned was strictly f ollowed except for the me asuring
methods.
The A.S.T.M. procedure is st rictly designed for

9'' straight

bricks and therefore recommends that the dimensions shall be measured
to the nearest 0.02''·

For such measurement a firm joint caliper

would serve the purpose, but would be unable to record minor changes
whi ch would occur for smaller bricks such as handled in the present
investigation.

Therefore, it was felt that a precision measuring

device reading accurately to 0. 001'' should be used to record such
minor changes .

Such an instrument was built in the laboratory and is

shown in illustration No. 1

on page 39.

The instrument consists of a dilatometer attached to a handle
whj ch can be freely raised or lowered by turning a knob.

The dila-

tometer dial is divided into 100 divisions and each division is
equivalent to 0.001 11

•

As the dilatometer goes up or down a synchro-

nised index also moves up or down along the scale attached on the
left side of the column.
an inch .

Each division of the scale reads 1/64 of

A me.gnifying lens is permanently fixed in front of the index

so that it also moves up or down with index.
the index ca.n be accurately read.

(38) A.S.T.M., Op. cit., p. 80.

By the use of this lens

The sample to be measured rests-on
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Fig. 1:

The precision measuring device used for this investigation

to measure reheat changes of refractory bricks.

Lengths accurate

upto 0.001 11 can be easily measured .
A - Finer adjustment knob, B - Turning knob to raise or lower the ·
micrometer dial and index, C - Micrometer dial, D - High alumina refractory brick, E - Scale with 1/64'' divisions, F - Magnifying lens.
Index is behind the lens .
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the smoo t h steel surf ace platform.

To measure the dimension, the

dilatometer is slowl y lowered and the button of the dilatometer i s
brought close to the surface of the sample.

If at this time t he

index 1.s somewhere between two divis ions on the scale, the dilatometer
is furt her lowered till the index is set on t he lower di vision line.
In this position t he dilatometer is under uressure and t heref ore
~~uld

record any length which is above the division where t he index

is set.

Readings are t aken on t he scale to 1/64 of an inch.

After

converting the scal e reading int o decimals, t he dilatometer readings
are added to i t.

Thus , a very accurate change to 0.001 11 can be

recorded with ease.

The main f eatures of this instrument is the ease

of recording and accuracy.
Three bricks from each lot were picked for the test, and lengths
were accurately measured by the above described device.

Ea.ch of t hes e

bricks was placed on dummy brick selected from the s <:1me lot, on their

6 1/2' ' x l' ' face.

A granular alumina layer was placed on t he top of

the dummy, and over it the test brick was placed.
The globar electric furnace was used for firing the test pieces.
This furnace having small interior area, could be heated up fast and
~~uld

distribute heat evenly through the entire area.

The test bricks

placed on dummy brick are loaded in the furnace so that t hey are about
l' 1 apart from each other.
The reheat change test was run at t wo different temperature
schedules, schedule B and C of A.S.T.H. C-113-46 test for reheat
change.

The schedules are as follows:-
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TABLE VII

Schedule B

Schedule

C

1 hour

Bet ween 900• a.nd 1000°C

Between 900 and 1000°C

2 hours

Bet we en 1275 and 1325°C

Between 1275 and l }.25°C

3 hours

Reach 1400°C and then
mai ntain f or 5 hours

Between 1450 and 1500°C

4 hours

Between 1550 and 1575°C

5 hours

Reach 1600°C t hen
maintain for 5 hours

The temperature f or schedule B was measured with a platinum
+

10% rhodium thermoco uple and were controlled

by

a Micromax.

For schedule C, at temperatures higher than 1400°C, the temperatures
were r ead by a r adi ation pyrometer and controlled by the Micromax .
The temperature s chedules were stri ctly f ollowed by the use of a
pro gram control wor king in conjunction v.i.th the Microma.x.

The furnace was allowed to cool slowly, and when the test bricks
reached room temperature, their lengths were measured again.

Measure-

ments were made on t hree bricks of each batch, arid the percentage
change was calculated on the basis of the original length.

An

average of the three bricks is reported in the following table.

TABLE VIII
Reheat Change of Bauxite and Diaspore Bricks

A

Reheat change as
per A. S. T. M. Cll3- 46
chedule B(l400°C)
Reheat change as
per A.S .T.M. CllY.46
Schedule C(l600°C )

*-

c

B

- 0. 46* 1.21 0. 056

0. 052

3 . 66

1 . 506

D

F

E

0 . 54

1.09

0 . 84

1.22

0 . 67

- 0 . 95

indicates shrinkage

A - B· mcite brick made using bawdte calcined at 1400° C
B - Bauxite brick made using bauxite calcined at 1500°C
C - Bauxite brick made using bauxite calcined at 1600°C
D - Diaepor e brick made using diaspore calcined at 140i)°C
E - Diaspore brick made using diaspore calcined at 1500°C
F - Diaspore brick made using diaenore calcined at 1600°C

From Table VIII it is seen that A s hrinks on reheat at 1400°C,
but on reheat at 1600°C shows a very small expansion.

B, the bauxite

brick containing bauxite calcined at 1500°C, shows a considerable
expansion at 1400 °C and more than twice as much as at 1600°C .

The

brick C does not show any appreciable change at 1400°C, but at
1600°C has an expansion of about 1 . 5%.

Diaspore bricks show a change

such that no similarity can be drawn with the bauxite bricks .

Brick

D expands a small amount at 1400°C and on reheat at 1600°C expands

further .

Brick E initially shows expansion at 1400°C, but starts

shrinkage at the higher heat treatment of the reheat test.
proces!I is quite distinct in brick F.

This

After expanding about 0. 8% at
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1400°C, it start s shrinking on reheat at 1600°C and shows apDreciable
s hr inkage.
The effect of reheat temperature has been not ed above, but now
will be considered t he change t aki ng pl ace i n t he bricks after r eheat
at the same t emoeratur e but having grog prepared b:v var i ous cal cination
temper ature s .

bauxit e bri ck (bri ck A) having a grog calcined at

Th e

1400°C s hows s hr i nkage .

Br i ck B, using grog of 1500° C expands, and as

the calcinat i on t emDer ature i! furt her increased as in brick C, it
shows l ess exoans i on, i.e., it has shrunk.
Diasnore bri cks a fter reheat at 1600°C behave in t he same way as
bauxite br icks.

Lo-wer calcined mater i al s hows little exoansion, wh ich

increases as cal cination t emperat ur e is increas ed, but on further
increasing t he t emperature , a small shrinkage is eff ected .

Bauxite

bricks rehe at ed 8t 1600°C show t he same behavior as t he same bricks
reheated at 1400°C.

It is not true wit h di aspor e bricks .

For dias-

pore bricks, t her e is a large expansion f or bri cks of lower calcined
grog , and they shr i nk a l i ttl bit as cal cination t emperature is in~~th

cr eased, and
effected.

1600°C calcined material, conside r able shrinkage is

Thus it i s evi dent th at the calcinat ion temperat ure of the

raw material has a di rect effect on t he behavior of br i cks in the reheat test.

Changes such as mineralization, crystal growth, and f usion

t akes ol ace during cal cination.

These changes control t he expansion

or shrinkage.
In the following pages, are r eported the various methods of investigation used for determining t he cause of the behavior of the
bricks on reheat.

By x-ray diffract ion and pet rologic examination,
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mineralization as v.rell as crystal growth is det ermined.

Physical

properties such as porosity and linear th0rmal expansion are also
determined.
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Porosity
The porosity of refractories is the ratio of the volume of
pores or voids in a body to the total volume of the body.
.is usually expressed as a percentage.

This ratio

The perosity of the fired sample

is due to both closed and open pores, wh :Ue the apparP-nt porof;ity incl1:des only those pores which are open and can be easily filled i n by
air or water.
Changes in porosity have direct relation to the expansion or
shrinkaRe behavior of fire clay refractories.

On firing the bricks,

when the porosity is increased due t o heat treatment, the brick

eventually shows an expansion of permanent nature.

When the brick

contains volatil e materials which at high temperature Pive out gases,
it would also show an expansion on firing due to evolution of gas and
expansion o:':' the gas trap"0ed in the po r-es .

Sometimes such expansions

are disastrous and the brick may bloat or form a bleb structure and
ruin the ware.

Conversely when bricks are fired t o a higher t empe-

rature, that is overfired, t he glassy phase is formed which occupies
the oore space of the bricks and results in total shrinkage of the
bricks .

This shri nkap-e depends upon the amount of glass formed, and

the decrease in porosity .

As mo re and more glassy phase is fo rmed on

firing, a stage is reached when bloating or vesicular structure is
developed, giving an overall increa.se in volume and expansion.
a structure gives an increase in porosity also .

Such

Therefore, overfiring

may be indicated hy either decrease or increase in porosity.
changes in porosity also indicate a measure of refractorines s .

The
A
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decrea.se i n porosity and volur•1e. ind3-cates the progress toward vitrif ication and when these chane,es are plotted in the f orm of curves , the
·slope of the curve indicat es t he r ate of vitrif ication .
Appa rent porosity can be determined chiefly by two metr1.,ds.
first one i s by the gas exnansion method (39)

The

The sample · s placed

in an airtight container which i s then evacuated .

Aft er evacuation

the pressure in heir hth of a columL of mercury is read.

Then the

eva cuated container with sample is connect ed wit h anoth er closed container lfrhose volume is previousJ y known.

On connecting, the air from

the second container , rushes to the evacuated cont:: iner and a drop in
pressure t nkes place .

This drop i n pre c: sure is dir ectly r elated to

t he volume of air entering the evacuated container and t he volume can
be deter mined by t he gas l aw.

If the bulk volume of the brick and the

total volume of t he first container is known, t he volume o.r. t he pores
in the brick can be

calcu~_ ated

and the porosity be determined .

The second method as outlined by A. S . T .H. is designz.t ed C- 20-46 (40 )

for refractories .

The caus e of expansion or shrinkage of bricks on reheat may be
due to the changP. in porosity as dis cussed above.

Therefore to de-

termine the cause of reheat changes on the test bricks, apparent
porosity of th"-' fired bricks and reheat ed bricks was determined .
t he test

As

ieces are small in size t he gas expans ion method i s not

(39) H. T.S . Swallow, Apparatus for determination of the porosity of
fire bricks by gas expansion . Trans. Eng . Ceram. Soc. 36, 384

(1936)
(40) A. S . T. M. , op . cit . , 89 .
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practicable.

Also it i s not widely used in i ndustry .

Theref ore the

A.S.T.M. procedure was adopted.
All t he bricks were initially dr i ed t o a constant weight at
110° C to r emove abs or bed moisture.

After determi ning the accurate

weight, all br i cks wr re immersed i n boiling water for four hours.
During the boiling period t hey were entirely covered wi t h water and
care was taken that they were not in contact with the heated bottom
of t he container.

After boiling , the spe cimens were cooled slowly to

room t emperature, whi le st.ill covered by water.

The saturated weight

a.nd suspend ed weight in water of these bricks was then determined.
If D is the dry weight of the specimen, S, the suspended weight
and W, the s atur ated weight, the perc ,ntage apparent porosity Pis

%P = W-D x 100
W-S

The results are shown in Table IX.
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TABLE IX
Aoparent Porosity of Bricks Before and Aft er
Reheat at 1400°0 and 1600°C
A - Bauxite Brick - Bauxite calcined at 1400°C ---- 3S. O%
B - Bauxite Brick - Bauxite calcined at 1500°C ----- 32.5%
C - Bauxi t e Brick - Bauxite cal cined at 1600°C ----- 36 .1%
D - Diaspore Brick - Diaspore calcined a.t 1400°C --- 39 . 0%
E - Diaspore Brick - Diaspore calcined at 1500°C --- JS.0%
F - Diaspore Brick - Diaspore calcined a.t 1600°C --- 38.8%

---------------------- 35.4%
1400°C ---------------------- 34.0%
i400°c ---------------------- 35.?%
1400°C ---------------------- 39.2%
i 400°c ---------------------- 39.9%

G- Brick A, reheat at 1400°C
H

I
J

- Br ick B,
- Brick c,
- Brick D,

K - Brick

reheat at
reheat at
reheat at

E, reheat at

L- Brick F, reheat at 14.00° c

-------------------- 40.6%

M - Brick A, reheat at 1600°C ---------------------- 35.2%
N -

Brick B, reheat at 1600°c -------------------- 38.2%

O - Brick C, r eheat at 1600°C ---------------------- 37 . 6%
P - Brick D, reheat at 1600°C - - - - - --------- ---- 37.2%

Q - Brick E, reheat at 1600°C ------ - - ------------- JB. 4%
R - Brick F, reheat at 1600°C ---------------------- 36.7%
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Shrinkage and Expansion Behavior of Bricks
For an exact study of reheat changes taking place in a brick
d11 ring reheat firing, it wotLl.d be neces sary to know exactly at what
temperature such change s :-i re starting to take ni.ace when they are
complete.

Such a s 1 udy would neces sitate measuring expansion or

shrinkage while the brick is actually being heated.
Methods of measuring expansion continuously have been discussed
in t he review of literature.
is an indirect one.

The method adopted for this investigation

The expansion of the brick i s transferred t o a

rod which moves, and t he movement of this rod is measured outside the
furnace by a measur ing telescope.

All measurements previously re-

corded in the literature, for refractory bricks were most commonly made
up to 1000°C.

The present investigat i on

higher than that.

re ~uires

temperatures much

For this pnr !JOSe a special furnace

was

constructed

which is shown in figure 2 •
This is a globar fire muffle furnace.

The interi or dimensions

of the furnace are just big enour-h so as to easily accomodate a
straight brick.

9'~

Outside thP muffle a brick work of insulating fire

bricks is made while the out ermost frame of the furnai,·e is made from
transite sheets, and the space between the insulating brick work and
outer frame is further insulated with magnesia.

The furnace has a

loading device from the bottom which is controlled by air pressure.
When the air is turned into the bottom of the cylinder, the niston
whi ch supports the brick is raised up till it exactly fits the bottom
hole of the muffle.

If the a.ir is turned into the top of the cylinder

the piston is forced down and the specimen is removec',from the furnace.

'iO

Fig. 2:

Furnace used for measuring expansion or shrinkage of

refractory bricks.

A - Travelling telescope, B - Silicon carbide

rod, C - Fixed end of the left side silicon carbide rod, D - Metallic
tube with spring, E - Thermoco uple lead wires, F - Two way air valve,
G - Air cylinder with piston

su~porting

brick to be loaded.

furnace as seen in the pi cture is already loaded.

The
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Thus the brick whose expans ion is to be measured is placed in the
muffle.

From the side holes of the furnace two silicon carbide r ods

are inserted against two sides of the bricks.
hand side :i.s

p~ rmanently

The rod on the left

fixed in a metal tube, while on the right

another rod is a:i: tached to t he tube having a metallic sprirw.

This

sorj_ng keeps the silicon carbide r ud constantly pressed against the
brick which in turn is press Pd against the fixed rod on the other
side.

This spring is easily compr essible so that a slight change in

the dimension of the brick will easily deform it so as to keep a
constant pres sure on the rod.
expansion occurs,
event of

·1 ~ h e

s~rinkar. e,

Thus when the bricks is heated, and if

silicon carbide r od would be pushed out.

the rod would of course beforced in.

In

This move-

ment of the rod would thus exactly indicate the extent +,o which
expansion or shrinkage has t aken place at a specific temperature.

On

the rod which is in contact with the spring, a permanent index work is
made.

As the rod is nushed out or in, the index would also move.

The

movement of this index is then measured by a travelling telescope
which moves on a vernier scale giving accurate r 'e adings upto 0.001 cm..
The special feature of this furnace is that 'it can be heated at much
o)

high\ temperatures, and measurement of expansion or shrinkaee can be
easily made at temperatures to 1600°C although it was not neces::;ary to
exceed 1500°C for this experiment.

Silicon carbide rods were used

as they would stand the elevated temperature without deformation.
At higher temperature silicon carbide rod.a also expand, and the
expansion noted would be combined effect of the rod as well as brick.

For this purpose, the expansion of the rods was standardized for the
.high temperatures at which the experiment is performed.

The standard-

ization was car ried out with a silica glass slab exactly equal in
dimension to t he brick.

As t he silica glass has a ver;.r small coeff icient

of expansion, the expansion indicated would be only due to silicon
carbide rods.

Thus measurements were made up to 1000°C and wer e nlotted

against the temperat ures.

The curve showed practically a linear

relation between :expansion and temperature up to 1000°C.

Assuming that

this relationship would hold good at further higher temperatures also,
the curve 'l':as extended further so as to give expansion up to 1600°C.
Thus from the readings taken for the expansion of brick at a particular
temperature, the expansion for the rods is subtracted, and the net
expansion af l er deduction would be due to the brick alone.

All expansions

are plotted as pe rcentage based on the original length of the specimen.
All the temperatures were measured using a platinum-10% rhodium thermocouple.

Such measurements-were made on bauxite and diaspore bricks where
the calcined material at vari ous temperatures is used .
shown in Table X and are plotted on graphs l and 2.

Results are
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TABLE X
Data on Expans ion of Bauxite Brick
Bauxite calcined at:
1500°~

1600°c

T•c. 140o•c%Exp.

T°C.

210

0.029

234

0.095

310

0.004

354

0.048

344

0.097

390

0.03

436

0.075

386

0.104

428

0.08

514

0.093

41¥-

0.131

470

0.08

580

0.162

484

0.145

560

0. 096

636

0.170

524

0.155

642

0.13

686

0.187

570

0.160

696

0.15

736

0.210

6J.i2

0.220

816

0.185

788

0.230

666

0.240

854

0.20

826

0.265

696

0.250

904

0.24

890

0.36

728

0.28

972

0. 28

1004

0.39

762

0.28

1024

0.25

1038

O.la

788

0.36

1074

0.41

10'?6

0.46

825

0.41

1136

0.44

1126

0.475

880

0.37

1160

0.57

1156

0.535

916

0.40

1180

0.57

11?7

0.60

97S

0.41

1240

0.53

1206

0.62

1006

0.46

1264

0.56

1225

0.585

1046

0.49

1328

0.545

1312

0.60

1086

0.47

1362

0.51

1346

0.58

1114

0.50

1384

0.51

1366

0.555

1144

0.49

lJ.i,'20

0.47

Exp.

T°C.

%Exp .
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TABLE X (cont'd)

.

uoo e
0

%Exp.

T°C.

1392

o. 515

1416

T0 e

i500°c

1600°C

%Exp.

T0 e.

1170

0.50

1450

0.37

0.44

1190

0.51

1486

0.24

1426

0.40

1208

0.51

1498

O.ll

1442

0.275

1290

0.50

1468

- 0.06*

1342

0.51

1488

- 0. 38

1392

0. 47

1510

- 0. 75

1408

0.47

1434

0.44

1458

0.43

*-

indicates shrinkage

%F.xp.
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TABLE XI
Data on Expansion of Diaspore Bricks
Diaspore calcined at:

1400°C

1500°~

1600°C

%Exp.

%Exp.

T°C

260

0.119

310

-0.04*

348

-0.063*

374

0.119

370

-0.034

416

-0.048

414

0.192

396

o.o

458

-0.024

450

0.20

432

0.01

500

-0.020

5gs

0.278

468

0.02

530

-0.004

652

0.325

502

0.025

550

o.o

697

0.385

544

0.04

620

0.027

716

0.44

586

0.07

690

0.04

742

0.41

608

0.05

742

0.09

800

0.39

632

0.06

770

0.135

850

0.43

686

0.06

830

0.140

888

0.43

724

0.11

872

0.180

910

0.45

788

0.15

918

0.210

9L2

0.69

843

0.16

960

0.240

968

o. 51

900

0.20

1000

0.270

1006

0.55

·938

0.20

1025

0.30

1078

o. 57

980

0.20

1062

0.32

1100

0.605

1012

0.295

1084

0.35

1132

0.60

1042

0.34

ll56

0.36

ll58

0.61

1063

0.43

1200

0.4J,.

1182

0.64

1089

0.47

1250

0.43

T°C

Exp.

T°C
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TABLE XI (cont'd)

150o0 c

l h00°C

1600°c

T° C

%Exp.

T°C.

% Exp.

T°C

%Exo.

1202

0.64

1190

0.50

1282

0.45

1250

0.64

1252

0.61

1316

o. 52

J2.74

0.65

1304

0.61

1362

0.52

1303

0.72

1349

0.60

1400

lJ . 62

1356

0. 65

1408

0.67

1432

0.63

1378

0.65

1434

0.72

140S

0.60

1454

0.72

*-

indicates shrinkage
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It would also be interesting to know the shrinkage or expansion
behavior of the r aw materials i. e, bauxite and di as pore clay.

This

.would indicate the temperatures at which complete shrinkage would be
effected.

It is important to know this as the calcination treatment

is one of the chief fact ors which governs the expansion or shrinkar e
of any brick made out of calcined me.terial.

When cal ci nation is in-

complete such a brick would shrink further when fired at temperatures
higher than the cal cina.tion t emperature.

If calci nation is completely

removed, then any change on firing would be due to other than improper
calcination.
To deterrr.ine progressive shrinkage of the raw bauxite and
diaspore, two bricks of 6 1/2 1 ' x l'' x l'' in size were prepared by
dry pressing the -20 mesh raw materials using only water as a bond.
The pressure was the same as used for making the bricks.

These bricks

were dried to constant weight at ll0°C and then were placed in

~, he

s hrinkage furnace described i n the preceding section and the measurements of the shrinkage were rriAde up to 1500°C.

The results are shown

in Table XII and are plotted on graph 3.
In figure

5 a r e shown

co~parative

sizes of t he bars of raw

bauxite and diasPore clay before and after firing.

The bauxite bar

has shrunk about 16% in length from the fired .size.

Comparatively,

diaspore clay has very little linear shrink2.ge being about .3%.
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TABLE XII

.§h!inkage of R&w Bauxite and Raw Diasnore Clay

--- ·
T °C.

Bauxite

Dias ~•ore

%Shrinkage

T °C

Clay

%Shrinkage

254

-0.181*

292

-0. 036

354

-0.357

396

-0.163

435

-0.290

478

-0.332

546

-0.006

560

-0.356

616

+0.139

628

-0.308

690

0.593

686

-0.259

752

0.756

738

- 0.302

802

0.738

782

-0.302

850

0.835

B26

-0.326

908

0.968

872

-0.326

956

1.107

910

-0.266

994

l.337

942

- 0.163

1031~

l.501

978

-0.0181

1064

1.743

992

+0.0181

1102

2.130

10i2

0.0604

1130

2.554

1040

0.121

1158

3.159

1068

0.133

llS.2

3.761

1096

0.187

1208

4.406

1124

0.235

1230

5.042

ll42

0.300

1250

5.690

1166

0.411
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TABLE XII (cont'd)
Bauxite

T °C

%Shrinkage

T •c

Diaspore

%Shri nkage

1270

6.295

1186

0. 452

1288

6.961

1204

0. 610

1308

7.282

1216

0.857

1324

7.784

1242

1.147

1338

8.129

12 58

1 . .358

1356

91061

1276

1.569

1366

9.915

1292

1.727

1382

10.69

1304

1.902

1392

11.54

1374

2.095

1410

12.86

1424

2.536

14.26

14.09

1434

2.699

1442

14.72

1450

2.983

1450

14.98

1476

3.411

1458

15.20

1500

3.924

l.Li.66

15 .45

1476

15.67

1494

15.88

*-

i ndicates shrinkage

Fig.

5:

Shrinkage of r aw bauxite and dias pore clay ba r after f i r ing

up to i500°c.

A

Raw diaspo r e bar

B

Raw dias pore b ar aft e r firing a t 1500°C

C

Raw bauxite bar

D

Raw bauxit e bar after f i r ing a t 1500°C.
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It is seen from the shrinkage curves of raw bauxite and diaspore
clay that shrinkage occurs continuously up to 1400°C.

At about

1500°C, there is a tendency for the slope to slight l y level off.

Thus

it i s indica t ed that up to 1500°C, all the shrinkage of diaspore ·or
\

bauxite is not completely removed.

The initial e:le))an s ioh is t he usual

expansion which has occured b:-fore the actual
due to heat treatment.

shrinka.~ e

is eff ected

The breaks in the cut've indicate the beginning

of the removal of combined water which progresses as the temperature
is elevated.
X-rav Examination
Other factor) which might affect changes in the brick during t he
reheat test are crystal growth, development of glassy phase or new
crystalline minerals, mineralization and others.
of the crystal originally present also grows.

Sometimes the size

For identification of

such developments, the x-ray diffracti on method of investigation is
the best one though it also presents some limitations.
A geiger counter x-ray spectrometer shown in figure 6 supplied
by North American Phillip Co. was used to make the diffraction
patterns of the bricks. X-rays generated from the tube pass through
a collimating slit and fall on the sample mounted in a rotating sample
holder.

The diffracted x-rays are then received in a gieger counter,

and through an amplification system are recorded on a moving chart.
The gieger counter is mounted on an arc which is divided into 90° ·and
is moved along the arc by an electric motor.
an angle equal to

Q,

As the sample moves by

the gieger counter will move by 2Q.

diffracted rays between angle 0° to 90° are picked up.

Thus all the

Fig. 6:

Phillios North American Electri c Co. 1 s Gie ger Counter

X-ray Spectrometer.
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The motion of the gieger

~nter

is synchronised with the motor

driven chart on 'Which the intensities of the diffracted rays are
plotted.

If the diffracted rays are stronger, a tall peak will be

recorded on t he chart.

A re nresentative sample of the brick was taken from t he center
as well as from the ends.

The sample was then crushed in a porcelain

mortar and was ground through 200 mesh.

The sample was mounted in

t he sample holder and the x-ray diffraction patterns was made.
sample wa s rot ated so as to avoid any preferred orientation.

The
Such

diffraction patterns were made of the calcined materials, the bricks
prepared from the calcined materials and the bricks after reheat at
l.400°C and 1600°C.

The diffraction pattern on the chart shows intensity

plotted against twice the Bragg angle Q.
In the following few pages, are shown illustrations of these
diffraction patterns.

On each page there are six diffraction patterns

arranged in a column, each one being of a different specimen, but
containing the same calcined material.

Each page therefore represents

the patterns for bricks before and after re;1eat of a particular calcined material.

The calcination temperature or each material is

indicated at the top of the page.
The patterns are arranged in the following -order.

The upper

pattern is that of the calcined material which is specified on the }Bge.
The next one i s for t he brick which is prepared using t his calcined
material.

The next two patterns are those for the same brick after

reheat at l h00°C and 1600°C respectively.

The two lower patterns are
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those for pure alumina and mullite.

Such an arrangement of illus-

trations was p ref P.rred so that changes due to di.f.ferent heat treatment-s
could be easily recognised and compared.

The alumina and mullite

a re placed at the bottom so that i t would be easy to locate

pa~-, terns

respective neaks of alumina and rnullite on t.he brick diffraction
patterns.
It
change

m~y

be noted from all these illustrations that a distinct

4A heighths of the diffraction peaks is taking place as the

firing temperatures are varying.

The heighths of the peaks indirectly

r e.fer tot he amount of the substance present and give proportional
comparison

~~th

other substances.

In all the calcined material

patterns there are strong y;eaks for corundum indicating that a
maximum amount of corundum is present.

also indicat Pd.

A small amount of mullite is

w'hen the brick containing this calcine is examined,

it showed further development of mullite and a decrease of the corundum peaks, though the change ie not very great.

This brick on further

reheating, distinctly shows that more mullite growth has taken place
and the amount of corundum is decreased.

These changes are very

apparent from the patterns, and clearly show the progressive mineral
changes taking nlace during heat treatment.

The significance o.f

these changes and their relationships i·:ith the expansion data obtained
on reheat will be discussed in detail in the next section.
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BAUXITE CALCINED AT J..400°C.

Calcined
Material

Brick

Brick after
reheat at

1400°C.

Brick af ter
re heat at
1600"C.

Cor undum

Mullite
Fig . 8 :
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BAUXITE CALCI NED AT 1500°C
Calcined
Material

Brick

Brick after
reheat at
1400°C

Bric k after
r eheat at
i6oo~ c

Cor undum

Ivlu llite

Fig . 9:
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BAUXI TE CALCI NED AT 1600°C
Calcined
Material

Brick

Bri ck aft er
reheat at

0

1400°C

Bri ck aft er
rehe at at

1600°C

I I

.
Corundum

Mul lite

Fig . 10:

..
•
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DIASPORE CALCH:ED AT 1400 °C

Calcined
Material

Brick

Brick after
reheat at
1400°C

Bric k a fter
reheat c: t
1600°c

Corundum

r ~ullite

Fig. 11:
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DIASPORE CALCHTFJJ AT 1500°C

Calcined
Material

Brick

Brick after
reheat at
1400°C

Brick after
reheat at
1600°c

Corundum

11ullite
Fig. 12:
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DIASPORE CALC DJED tiT 1600 °C

Calcined
Material

Brick

Brick after
reheat at
1400°C

Brick r:;_fter

reheat at

1600°c

Corundum

Hullite
Fig. 13 :
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Petrographic Examination
Another technique commonly used for. the 1.dentifi.eation 0£
mineral changes in ceramic bodies is the use 0£ a
microscope.

pet~raphic

Changes which are not indica ted by the x•rey dj_.f.fraction

method would be easily

o~

by a petrographic micf'Qseope.

The

increase in size o:f the crystal is very di.fficult to interpret from
x-ray diffraction pattern unless the size is unusuallJr •mall, but by
microscopic exam:i.n•tion, the changets in the size can b• seen and a
progressive study can be made.

Aleo

reactions taking place between

the grog and the bond clq, and the way in which it progresses lrould
only be revealed by microscopic studies.

Also the void structure, and

particle size distribution of the grog can be studied.

Thus petro-

graphic examination is complementary to x-ray di£fraction methods of
in11'e8tigations and no investigation would be complete using one method
without the other.
Thin sections of bauxite and diaspore bricks were ma.de.

Also thin

eections were made of the bricks after reheat test at 1400°C and l.600•c.
The photomicrographs shown on the following pages 100.icate the progressive reactions between the grog grain and bond cJay as wel.l as the
reactions talcing place throughout the grains themselves.

The growth of

mu11ite crystals is very conspicuous on some of the photomicrographs.
The mineral changes and the re1ationship to the expansion caused
during reheat are discussed in detail in the next section on discussion
of <;iata.

Figure 14 to 31 show photomicrographs of bricks be.tore and af'terreheat, using calcined bauxite and diaspore clay.
graphe are taken without Cross Nicols.

All photomicro-

Magnification ie

30X~
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Fig. 14:
'A' - Bauxite brick
with bauxite calcined
at l h00° C. Arrow
shows t he quart z grain .
Lar ge gro ,€' erains are
distinctly s een
surrounded by bond
clay.

Fig. 15:
Brick 'A' aft er reheat
at 1400° C. Hore r eaction
between gro g and bond
clay can be noted .
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1''ig. 16:
Brick 1 A1 aft er reheat
at 1600°C. Dark shaded
grog gra in s how d ev e l o ~ 
ment of mul l i te. Small
white pin holes show
minute cr;rstals of
rnullite

Fig. 17:

'B' -

Bauxite brick
bauxite calcined
at 1 500° C. Arrow at
r i ght hand corner
points the quartz grain .

~~th
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Fig. 18:
Brick ' B' after reheat
at J.400°C. Arrow point
the area where R-alwnin<
development has
started.

Fig. 19:
Brick ' B' after reheat
at 1600° C. Arrow points
a big area of B- alumina
develo ment .
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Fig. 20:

•c• - Bauxite brick
with bauxite ca.lcined
at 1600°C. Arrow
show the quartz gra:i.n.
Some grog grains show
reaction between the
grain and bond clay.
Black area is grinding
material imbedded in
thin section.

Fig. 21:

Brick 'C' after reheat

at 1400°C.

-
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Fig. 22:

Brick 'C' aft er r eheat

at 1600°c.

Fig . 23:

'D' - Diaspore br i ck
with diaspore calcined
at 1400°C.

so

Fig. 24:

Brick 'D' after reheat
at 1400°C.

Fig. 25:

Brick 'D' after rei'eat
at 1600°C . Progressive
crystallizati on of
mullite can be seen on
each grain.
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Fig. 26:
'E' - Diaspora brick
with diaspore calcined
at 1500°C .

Fig . 27:

Brick ' E' after reheat
at 1400°C . White area
in center is void space
between two big grog grains .

Fig. 28:
Brick 1 E 1 after reheat
at 1600°C. Lots of
mull ite crystal::_i zati on
is seen.

Fig. 29:

'F' - Diaspore bri ck with
diaspor e ctl cined at
1600°C.

f\..,vaW ~oi w'-; '1}A~ d"~""

Fig. 30:
"

Brick 'F' after reheat
at 1400.°C.

Fig . 31:

Brick 'F' after reheat at
1600°c.

DISCUSSI ON OF DATA
The reheat change data s how t hat bauxite bricks made from
cal cined Jnaterial at low t e:in'r'e rature (1400°C) gave shrinkage on
rehea t at 1400°C.

As the higher temperature calcined material is

used, expansion is taking Pl ace a nd a maximum is r eached wit h the
material c alcined .c;,t 1 500 °C.

On further increa i ng the temperature

of calcj_nati on the exnans ion is reduce d .
pansion holds t rue w:i.th r eheat a t 1600°C.

Some small r eheat exFrom the view point of

effect of temperature on reheat change, all the bricks have definitely
more expansion at 1600°C t ha n at 1400°C.
As far as calci :Jat i on t emperat ure of diaspora clay, and reheat

of those bri cks at 1400° C is concerned, they follow the same pat t e rn
as t he bauxit e bricks .

Low temperature calcined mat e rials s how little

expansion whi.ch increa s e s as the calcinati on tempera ture is i n creased.
A maximum is reached f or t he 1500 °C material, but when calci nation

temperature i s fu:'the r increas ed, t he previ ous expansion is lowr::-red
to some extent.
di ff erent.

The e f:'·ect

,f change i n rehea t temperature is auit e

With diaspore bri cks 1"1hen lower temperature calcined

material is us ed , they s how considerable expansion when reheated at
1600°C, but exuansion is reduced as the calcination temperature is

increased and finally shows shrinkage wit h the material calcined at
1600°c.

The da ta from t he a pparent porosity det e rmin ations does not
contribute much t o t h e ex plana t ion of the changes noted above on

rehea t.

One fact i s cl ear

fron ~

these data that in cases where

expansion has occurred, it ha s generall y been accompanied by an

increase in apparent porosity.

This would be evident from the fact

that as the calcination t emperature is increased, the size of corundum
grain is increased as ',- •ell as some mullite growth also mi~t have

taken place.

This means that more space wilJ be occupied by large

crystals of corundum and

1-~1.11

be interlocked with the mu.l:Lite crystals

arising at the interface bet.ween the grog and bond clay.
shrinkage at higher temperature reheat with decrease in

Furthermore
po~osity,

ndght .

be attri.buted to the formation of a glassy phase which might have
occupied the pore spaces.

This is not observed from the petrographic

examination although the growth of mul.l.ite crystals are very clea.rq
seen in the photomicrographs.

The decrease in porosity and increase

in mullite growth on increasing the temperature might be related with
each other in this manner.

As the eize of mullite crystal13 is veey

minute and they are needle-like in shape, they will arrange themae1ves
and will become closely packed between the pores and this

migh~

cause

shrinkage as well as a decrease in porosity.
Thie does not explain perfectly the phenomena because, as the
mullite is i ncreased, the lower density material is being inereaseCI.
in the brick and eventually this should cause expansion.

X-ray diffraction data gives much information on the
mu1lite
...peaks

as

~

ot
.

well as of the corundum.

The diffraction patterns h&Te

for both mullite and corundum and some pl.B.ces on the pa.tterni!J

;

-~....

., .
'i
,,.

~r-

•·

;

both peaks occur at the same angle and the high intensity of the line
may be the combined effect of both these crystals~

To get clear and

unaffected peaks, the independent intensity peaks 0£ the corundum and .,
·r-

mullite are &elected at the angle 2Q of 53 1/2• and 52• respectively.
With the same setting on th P spect rometer, the intensities of these
corundum and nru.llite lines "Were recorded for all bricks bef'ore and'
after reheat.

These peaks a.r e shown in figure 32 •

Starting from right to left, the first three sets of peaka are
f or bauxite bri.c k h a ving calc i.11ed bauxite at 1400°C, 1500°C and

1600°C respectively.

There follows, peaks for the dia•p!i>re bricks

containing diaspore calcined at 1400°, 1500°, and 1600°C.

For each

set of peaks, the left hand peak ls for mullite, while the right rand
peak is :for corundum..

Between these two peaks, adjoining the co?'Urid.um.,,

there is another small peak which is for mullite, and droUld n c,t be
considered at all for comparison.

Prom the g·r aphs it . will be clearl.7.

seen that the height h of this peak is ihcreasing along with the incre~
in size of t he other strong mullite peaks used for

~lbm..

· Reading

from top to bottom, the pattern !or brick is at the top and. is follOWed
by the bricks after r ("heat at

i4oo•c

and 1600°C respectively.

The heighth of the peak is a direct measurement of the amount
crystals present.

o~

This is not true always, but when only t:wo .phases

of crystals are considered it gives a very good C0111Warison.

Therefore

the heighths of all these peaks are measured in units of the divisip.ns
on the graph and a re recorded in Table XIII.

TABLE XI II
Observations From t he X-rav Diffraction Data
Amount of Corundum. -

A

B

5.6

Brick

R. H. at 1400° C

c

D

E

F

4.9

5.1

4.7

5.3

3.0

3.2

3.5

3.4

2.6

2.9

1.1

1. 8

1.2

2.7

A

B

c

D

Brick

2.9

2.5

2.4

3.0

2 .3

2.4

R. H. at 1!+00°C

3.5

3. 1

3.0

3.1

3.4

3.2

R. H. at 1600°C

3.9

4. 1

3.9

3.1

3.3

2.8

R. H. at 1600°C

Amount of Mullite -

ABCDEF-

Bauxite calcined at 1400°C
Bauxite ca lcined at 1500°C
Bauxite calci ned at 1600°C
Diaspore calcined at 1400°C
Diaspore calcined at 1500°C
Dias pore calcined at 1600°C.

F
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Brick

Brick after rehe at
at 1400°C

Brick after reheat
at 1600°c.

Fig. 32: Comparison of amounts of corundum and. mullite i n bricks
before and after r eheat at 1400° and 1600°C by x-ray diff raction
method. The heights of each peak i s an i ndication of amounts present.
Peak 'X' of the set is for corundum and ' Y' is for mullite. A, B,
and C repre sent the bricks made by using bauxite calcined at 1400°,
1500° and 16Q0°C respectively. D, E and F represent the diaspore
bricks having diaspore calcined at 1400°, 1500° and 1600°C .

These data indicate that ih bauxite bricks initially there is
more corundum present than (j_aspore briclrn.

There is not an

.<mpreciab le d j_fferen ce in ths amotmt of mullite present in both t he s e
r)ricks.

One fact may o e noted :in these bricks that the amount of

corundum is a little le ss i n t h e bricks having 1500°C calcined materia.l as comnared to others.

As the bricks are reheated at 1400°C, the

amount of coruncti.un is decreased in all the bricks while the amount
of nmllite is co:

t he corundum is

~2:r::~ t:ivel:1

:~urthe r

incrP-ased.

rerlu ced.

On further reheat at 1600°C,

Bauxites bricks after reheat at 1600°C,

Mullite has

have much less corundum as compared with diaspore bricks.

i nc r 1: ·ased on further reheo.t, but bauxites bricks have much more mullite
0

than cliaspore bricks.

This is evident from the fact that corundum

is les s and th erefore must have more mullite, in

bauxi ~ e

bricks.

The effect of calcination temuerature on t h e amount of corundum
and mull tte Dres ent ,-,fter

re !~ eat

is considered next.

It is difficult

to make a comparison in t his respect, but a few distinct f eatures can
be eas i ly observed.
undum is

l es~

In the original fired bricks, t he amount of cor-

in b auxite 3.Ild diaspore bricks containing 1500°C calcined

mater:.i.al, but on reheating shese bricks, the a.mouht of corundum present
is much more as compared to

~: he

other bricks after reheat.

On re-

heating at 1600°C, 1500°C calc:i.ned bauxite has a larger amount of
corundum.

For the same type of diaspore bricks _this difference is not

as distinct.
but there

i~

The mullite is growing on increasing reheat temperature,
not a very distinct comparison as far as calcination

temper a ture is concerned,

In bauxite bricks irrespective of

calcination ternpera'ture the a:dount of mullite is practically the
s ame.

Diaspore bricks also exhibits such a relationship although

the hi gh est

temperatu ~e

calci ned material has a lower amount of

mullite.

From t !:_e x-ray dat a , t he maximum expansion of the bauxit e brick
contain j ng bauxite calcined at l500°C, on reheat at 1600°C, may be
attributed to t he maximum amount of mullite present along with a
higher amount of cor undum.

Also in the 1400°C reheat bricks both

mullite and corundUJn a re hi gher than in the other bricks.
not true at some of the other temperatures.

This is

For example, the diaspore

brick containing diaspora calcined at 1400°C and reheated ruis considerable expansion.

It has, however, a less amount of mullite and

corundum then the diaspore brick containing 1500°C calcined material.
Therefore, more information is necessary besides that obt,ained from
x-ray.

This information can be ohtained from the petrographic stu.dy.

The photom:i.erographs of all bauxite and diaspore bricks show

large grog grains surrounded by bond clay which is light in color.
The areas much lighter in color are voids.

All these microphoto-

graphs of bricks also show the presence of quartz crystals.
are printed out on the pictures.

These

These quartz crystals must have

come from the plastic fire clay used as a bond.
this plastic fire clay contains small amounts

or

It _ ~ay

be noted that

free silica, which

fact has been pointed out in the discussirm of raw materials.

A systematic study of the changes taking place in a brick on
reheat, will be made.

Bauxite bricks prepared containing 1400°C
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No

calcined material show large grog grains surrounded by bonding,

distinct reaction between the grains and bond clay, or within the
grain can b e seen.

The grog f rains are much darker in color.

On

reheating the brick at 1400°C, a reaction at the edges of the grog
grains can be seen in the form of light shaded rings s.u rrounding the
~rain.

Still the reaction within grog grain has not started.

On

further reheat at higher temperature, the rings have disappeared and
much f aint colored area is left around the grain.

F.ach grog grain is

distinctly attacked t hroughout its mass and the small white dots are
due to g ro·wt h of minute mulli te crystals.

Another grain besides can

be seen having the reaction just

Thus this brick ebo\118

started~

growth of mullite on reheat.
Bauxite brick containing bauxite calc:l.ned at

i5oo•c

shows large

grog grains surrounded by the bond clay, having ff!W quartz crystals
as impurity.

On reheating this brick at

14oo•c,

some gre.ins are much

more attacked and a considerable amount of mul.lite is

fOIWed.

On

this photomicrogranh new crystal growth is obeerved which is dissimilar

to the mullite.
conspicuous.

Though it is found in very small amounts it is very

These crystals are found to be P-alumina.

On the photo-

micrograph these crystals are pointed out by the arr ow. · This growth
of B-alumina is very distinctl.y seen on the microphQtograph of the
brick after reheat at 1600°C.

The difference between the crystals ot

mullite and S-alumina on the photograph is that, the grains having.

growth of rnullite are much darker and have white pin holes or spots
on t he grain, while
characteri stics.

~-alumina

as pointed out does not exhibit such

Brick containing

16ooi•c

calcined bauxite show graims ha"f"inl

some initial reaction due to higher calcination tempera'ture.

Nothing

muc h can be said about the effect of increuing the rehftt taperature

except that at higher temperature reheat all grog grains show the
mulli te crystal growth. ·
Diasoore bricks containing materials of various calcination

temperatures follow the same trend.

.

In these bricks each grog

particle is separat ely seen, but on reheat, the reaction between tie
bond clay and grog as well as wi ~. bin the grog grains starts and ie
just about completed on further reheat at higher temperature•.
diaspore bricks after rel-_ eat at

16oo•c

All

show a very intense growth o:f

mu.llite.
Much more important information thus is collected from the
petro ~ raphic

study.

Especially the unusually high expansion

or

the

bauxite brick containing the 1500°C calcined bauxite can be mo:re

easily understood.

The presence

an exnansion of the brick.

or

f3-a1wnina would

ce~

cause

This can be seen by comparing the ei1e

of the unit cell of corundum (a-alumina) with that

or

a-al.wain&.

corundum is a hexagonal close packed arrangement of a.lUJBimm and
atoms having a unit cell 4. 75 A.U. by 1J.a2 A.U.

Tl'W"
~gen

The f3-almd.na is a

hexagonal comp0tind composed of sodium or pota•sio, iluminum, andOJCY'gen in the ratio of 5.2% N&20 or ~O to

unit cell is 5.56 A.U. by 22.55 A.U.

94.8% aluminua oxide.

The

Thus when a small a:aouftt of . soda

or potash combines with a-alumina at high temperatures tmt crystal
expands by 175% in one direction aIXi 12% in the other direction.

CONCJ,U0 IONS
The amount of mullite present in the brick lroUld generally
cciuse the expansion of t he brj_ck as the former material has a
lower density.

But during thi s investigation diserepencies are

noted in certain cas es whe r e :i.n spite

or

mullite growth being equal

in a.mount, the b ricks e:x;hi b it di fferences in expansion behavior.
The amounts of mulli te and corundum in bauxite brieks containing

c)auxite calcined at 1 500°C a"1.d 1600°C, is nearly the eame, but tbe
former has much more exnansion than the latter.

Thsre!ore, this crit-

erion does n o+. explain the cause of unusual. expansion of the bauxite
brick made with mat e rial calcined at 1500°C.

This

ex~ansio n

can be attributed to the

pr esen~e

of a-alumina,

w:nich was observed in this brick during the petrog raphic study.

This f3-alumina i3 fo rmed by reaction of a.-Al203 with alkalies present
in the bond clay.

The bond clay is higher in alkali content, and if

all t he alka li cont. ent of bond clay in the batch is utilized in
formation of 13-alumina, enough f3-alumina will be f ormed to caus e at
least more than 1% expansion.

This is calculated on the basis of the

amount of 13-alwni na which would be formed and the ef'!ective increase

in size calcu lated from the lattice constants ratio.
The next quP.fltion which arises in this connecti.on is:

as bauxite

itself has low alkali cont ent, and all the bauxite bricks have the
same amount of bond clay, why does not such a reaction take place in
the case of the other two

brick&~
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Bricks cont aining 1400°C calcined bauxite might react with alkali
t o .f'orm r -aluroina., but it has got such an excessive shrinkage on reheat
that t he e:x:pe.nsion effe ct, :i_f &"1..Y, might have been overlapped~

This

shrinka.FA occurs :> s thP foitial low temperature of e&leina.tion (1400°C)
:i.s not, e nough to remove a ll t he shrinkage from the bauxites.

This

fact is noted from tbe s h rinkage curve of raw bauxit.e and the expansion

curve of the bauxite •J ricks.

At higher temperatures the (3-alumina

would be dec ,:mrbosed to u-A1203 and alkalies would be given out, as
alkalies are very volatil e at higher temperatures.

Also alkalies fit

into t h e holes of the :):..a.ttice structure and are loosely

bond~

that with little effort at higher temperature they can be

so

removed~

Therefore bauxites bricks cont a ining 1600°C calcined material af'ter
reheat at 160J °C, do not show any presence of 13-alumina.

The next point is why such a reaction is not noted in diaspore
b ricks.
brick.

Here the attentiol'! is drawn to the batch composition of the
As both diaspore and bauxit es are calcined, there is little

chance t hat very much alkali

~~uld

be left after the ca.lcination treat-

ment, but the only alkali contrfouted would be from the bond clay.
The batch f or bauxit e brick calls for larger amounts of bond clay than
the batch for diasr ore and therefore

would have more alkali for reaction.

ev~ntually

the bauxite bricks

As far as the effect of reheat·

temperature is concerned all reasoning given for bauxite bricks could
l!!afely be applied.

Thus it can be distinctly shown that the expansion

of the bauxite brick containing bauxite calcined at 1500°C, is due to

95
the development of

~-alum~na.

If it is necessar;r to nse bauxite for ma.king a high alumina brick
' ' avin,?; a :?"ood vol·n.me stability, the bauxite must first be calcined at

1500°C for the high al1.miina grog.

'l'his grog is then blended with a

Sf\;18.11 a.'nount of die.spore grog made by calcining diaspore clay at 1500°C.
Thus +he amoun+, of bond clay rermired will be lessened and such a

brick would not show any chan ;.·es on rehea.t.

In this

way the use of

diaspore clay can be reduced to a mini.mun;. and be effectively dis~lacen

by bauxite.

The exact batch l«:>uld be more or less a matter of

adjustment for the required volume stability.

SUJ'IIHJi.RY

The high alumina grog i s prepared by calcining bauxite and
dias pore clay at 140DQ, 150.) 0 and 1600°C.

High alumina (?0%)

refractory bricks are made using this grog and plastic fire cl.8,y ae
a bond.

Bricks a r e f ired tc cone 15 down, and are then subjected to

r eheat te s t at 1L,00°C and 1600°C.

The bauxite brick with bauxite

cal cined a t 1500 9 C showeci. unusual expansion, as compared with reheat
ch anges on othe r b ai..i.xi tes and diaspore bricks.

By x-rq and petro-

graphic stud;;- it was obs e rved t hat this expansion is caused by the
development of

~- ahunina.

Finally- recommendations are made as to

how t h e bawd.ta can effectively replace the diaspore clay ft>r manufacturing high alumin a (70%) ref r actory bricks.
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